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Abstract	
We	 propose	 an	 evolution	 of	 the	Mu2e	 experiment,	 called	Mu2e-II,	 that	 would	 leverage	 advances	 in	
detector	technology	and	utilize	the	increased	proton	intensity	provided	by	the	Fermilab	PIP-II	upgrade	to	
improve	the	sensitivity	for	neutrinoless	muon-to-electron	conversion	by	one	order	of	magnitude	beyond	
the	Mu2e	experiment,	providing	the	deepest	probe	of	charged	lepton	flavor	violation	in	the	foreseeable	
future.	 	Mu2e-II	 will	 use	 as	much	 of	 the	Mu2e	 infrastructure	 as	 possible,	 providing,	 where	 required,	
improvements	to	the	Mu2e	apparatus	to	accommodate	the	increased	beam	intensity	and	cope	with	the	
accompanying	increase	in	backgrounds.			 	
																																								 																				
✝	Inquiries	should	be	directed	to	Mu2e-II-contacts@fnal.gov	
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Introduction	
The	 Mu2e	 experiment,	 now	 under	 construction	 at	 FNAL,	 will	 search	 for	 the	 rare	 muon-to-electron	
conversion	 process,	 27 2713 13Al Aleµ
- -+ ® + .	 	 	 If	 this	 process	 were	 detected	 it	 would	 be	 the	 first	
experimental	evidence	of	Charged	Lepton	Flavor	Violation	(CLFV)	and	a	definitive	signal	of	physics	beyond	
the	Standard	Model.	We	are	submitting	this	Expression	of	Interest	as	a	preface	to	a	detailed	proposal	to	
upgrade	the	Mu2e	experiment,	to	improve	the	sensitivity	by	an	order	of	magnitude.	The	new	experiment	
is	referred	to	here	as	Mu2e-II.	
The	muon	to	electron	conversion	rate	is	usually	expressed	in	terms	of	the	ratio	of	the	conversion	rate	to	
the	ordinary	muon	capture	rate,	𝑅"# = 	 & "'(	) *,, 	→	#'(	) *,,& "'(	) *,, 	→	./(	) *,,01 ∗ .	Currently	the	best	experimental	limit	
is	 for	 the	 conversion	 rate	 in	 a	 gold	 stopping	 target,	 from	 the	 SINDRUM	 II	 experiment	 at	 PSI	 (2006),	𝑅"# 𝐴𝑢 < 7×1001:	 (90%	c.l.).	 The	goal	of	 the	Mu2e	experiment	 is	 a	 single	event	 sensitivity	with	an	
aluminum	target	of	𝑅"# = 2.5×1001>,	with	a	background	of	 less	 than	0.5	events.	 If	we	assume	a	null	
signal	for	the	purpose	of	comparison	with	previous	experiments,	this	single	event	sensitivity	corresponds	
to	a	limit	of	𝑅"# 𝐴𝑙 < 7×1001>	(90%	c.l.),	i.e.,	a	four	order	of	magnitude	improvement	in	sensitivity	over	
previous	measurements.	
The	Mu2e-II	upgrade	goal	is	to	capitalize	on	the	investment	of	Mu2e	by	incisively	probing	discoveries	or	
extending	the	search	for	new	physics	by	an	order	of	magnitude.	These	goals	require	that	Mu2e-II	hold	the	
total	background	level	to	less	than	one	event	with	a	single	event	sensitivity	of	2.5×1001@,	a	one	order	of	
magnitude	improvement	over	Mu2e.		
Mu2e-II	will	use	as	much	of	the	existing	Mu2e	infrastructure	and	apparatus	as	possible.		Some	upgrades	
will,	 however,	 be	 required.	 We	 have	 therefore	 developed	 an	 R&D	 plan,	 which	 is	 described	 below.			
Preliminary	studies	have	already	been	completed.	A	Snowmass	white	paper	[1]	studied	the	potential	of	
1000	and	3000	MeV	high	intensity	proton	beams	for	future	experiments.		These	studies	directly	address	
the	potential	feasibility	of	Mu2e-II.		Many	issues	of	operating	at	higher	beam	flux	were	examined	therein;	
these	are	highlighted	in	the	discussion	below.		The	background	yields	and	hence	the	achievable	sensitivity	
from	these	studies	are	summarized	in	Table	1,	which	assumes	a	proton	beam	kinetic	energy	of	1000	MeV.	
These	backgrounds	change	by	less	than	10%	for	a	proton	beam	energy	of	3	GeV.		We	are	currently	refining	
these	studies	 for	 the	PIP-II	800	MeV	proton	beam.	 In	 the	simulations	used	to	make	these	background	
estimates,	the	Mu2e	geometry	was	retained,	while	the	tracker	straw	walls	were	thinned	from	15	µm	to	8	
µm	thickness	and	BaF2	crystals	replaced	the	CsI	crystals	in	the	baseline	calorimeter.	The	extinction	was	
assumed	to	be	1x10-12.	It	is	apparent	that	a	lesser	extinction	requirement		of	1x10-11	would	suffice,	since	
it	would	increase	the	background	by	less	than	0.02	events,	dominated	by	an	increase	in	the	radiative	pion	
background.	
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Category	 Source	 Events	(Al)	 Events	(Ti)	
Intrinsic	
µ decay	in	orbit	 0.26	 1.19	
Radiative	µ 	capture	 <0.01	 <0.01	
Late	Arriving	
Radiative	p capture	 0.04	 0.05	
Beam	electrons	 <0.01	 <0.01	
µ decay	in	flight	 <0.01	 <0.01	
p	decay	in	flight	 <0.01	 <0.01	
Miscellaneous	 Anti-proton	induced	 --	 --	Cosmic	ray	induced	 0.16	 0.16	
Total	Background:		 0.46	 1.40	
	
Table	1:	Estimated	background	yields	for	the	Mu2e-II	experiment	assuming	an	aluminum	(Al)	or	a	titanium	(Ti)	stopping	target.	
These	 studies	 were	 performed	 for	 a	 proton	 beam	 energy	 of	 1	 GeV.	 The	 total	 uncertainty	 is	 about	 20%.	 	 Reproduced	 from	
arXiv:1307.1168.	Note	that,	unlike	in	the	case	of	aluminum,	the	titanium	analysis	has	not	yet	been	rigorously	optimized.	
	
Charged	Lepton	Flavor	Violation	
Two	longstanding	questions	in	particle	physics	demand	attention:		Why	are	there	three	fermion	families	
and	why	does	experimental	evidence	show,	so	far,	that	charged	lepton	flavor	is	conserved?		Quarks	mix	
in	the	Standard	Model	and	we	know	now	that	neutrinos	can	oscillate	from	one	lepton	flavor	to	another.		
Neutral	lepton	flavor	non-conservation	(neutrino	mixing)	is	direct	evidence	today	of	physics	beyond	the	
Standard	Model.			Clearly	it	would	be	momentous	to	observe	charged	lepton	flavor	non-conservation	as	
well;	 to	 date	 no	 such	 violation	 has	 been	 observed.	 	 Indeed,	 the	 branching	 fractions	 predicted	 in	 the	
Standard	Model	are	far	below	any	conceivable	experimental	sensitivity.		Observation	of	an	experimentally	
accessible	 signal	 requires	physics	beyond	 the	 Standard	Model.	 	Many	 compelling	new	physics	models	
predict	a	measurable	muon	to	electron	conversion	signal	in	the	Mu2e/Mu2e-II	sensitivity	range.			
Because	 the	properties	of	 lepton	 flavor	are	so	central	 to	 the	Standard	Model	and	so	sensitive	 to	new	
physics,	there	has	been	an	experimental	 imperative	since	the	beginnings	of	our	field	to	search	for	and	
discover	charged	lepton	flavor	violation.			Experiments	using	muons	have	focused	on	searches	for	the	free	
muon	 decays,	 ,  ,e e e eµ g µ+ + + + - +® ® 	 and	 the	 coherent	 muon	 to	 electron	 conversion	 in	 nuclei,	
N N.eµ- -® 	 The	 current	 experimental	 limits	 [2],	 at	 90%	 c.l.,	 are	 13Br( ) 4.2 10 ,eµ g+ + -® < ´ 	
12Br( ) 4.3 10 ,e e eµ+ + - + -® < ´ 	and	 13( Au Au) 7 10eR eµ µ
- - -® < ´ .		Significant	experimental	efforts	
are	 underway	 around	 the	 world	 to	 improve	 all	 these	 limits.	 	 Each	 of	 these	 processes	 have	 a	
complementary	 dependence	 on	 models	 and	 measurements	 of	 all	 of	 them	 can	 incisively	 explore	 the	
relevant	new	physics	parameter	 space.	 For	example,	 the	muon	 to	electron	conversion	process	and	 to	
some	extent  e e eµ+ + - +® ,	are	expected	to	be	highly	sensitive	to	contact	term	(point)	interactions,	while		
eµ g+ +® 	is	mostly	sensitive	to	new	physics	in	loops.			
As	noted	previously,	the	goal	of	Mu2e	is	to	improve	the	sensitivity	of	Rµe	by	four	orders	of	magnitude,	and	
the	goal	of	Mu2e-II	 is	 to	extend	the	sensitivity	by	another	order	of	magnitude.	 	Examples	of	Standard	
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Model	extensions	where	Mu2e	has	discovery	potential	 include	 [3],	 supersymmetry	with	or	without	R-
parity	 conservation,	 models	 with	multiple	 Higgs,	 Z’	 models,	 leptoquark	models,	 and	 extra	 dimension	
models.	The	proposed	sensitivity	probes	energy	 scales	 in	 the	 thousands	of	TeV	 in	 some	scenarios;	 far	
beyond	the	energy	reach	of	LHC	experiments.	It	is	conceivable	that	Mu2e	or	Mu2e-II	could	see	a	signal	
even	in	the	absence	of	new	signatures	from	the	LHC.	
The	 specific	 physics	 objectives	 of	Mu2e-II	 depend	 on	 the	 results	 of	 the	Mu2e	 experiment.	 There	 are	
several	possible	outcomes:	
• If	Mu2e	 sees	no	 signal,	 the	 increased	 sensitivity	of	Mu2e-II	will	 further	 constrain	new	physics	
parameters	and	improve	the	prospects	for	detection	of	CLFV.	
• If	Mu2e	sees	a	signal	with	less	than	5s	significance,	Mu2e-II	will	allow	us	to	definitively	establish	
that	signal.	
• If	Mu2e	sees	a	large	signal	(greater	than	5s),	Mu2e-II	could	make	a	precision	measurement	of	the	
effect	and	operate	with	different	stopping	targets	(such	as	Ti).			Measuring	the	Z	dependence	of	
Rµe	is	a	unique	window	afforded	by	the	muon-to-electron	conversion	process	and	can	probe	the	
structure	of	new	physics	as	shown	in	Figure	1.			
	
	
Figure	1.	The variation	of Rµe	as	a	function	of	the	Z	of	the	stopping	target	depends	on	the	dominant	operator	in	the	Lagrangian.	
Measuring	Rµe		of	different	atomic	stopping	targets	can	help	distinguish	among	new	physics	operators	(S,	D,	V
(g),	V(Z))	[4].			
	
Additional	New	Physics	Searches	
In	addition	to	the	search	for	lepton	flavor	violation,	Mu2e-II	will	offer	unique	sensitivity	to	a	lepton	number	
violating	muon-to-positron	conversion	μ−+A(Z,	N)	→	e++A(Z−2,	N+2).	This	process	 is	complementary	to	
searches	 for	neutrinoless	double	beta	decay	 (0νββ),	 although	 it	 is	 sensitive	 to	 specific	models	of	new	
physics	which	may	not	manifest	in	0νββ.	Both	processes	can	proceed	through	the	exchange	of	a	virtual,	
massive	Majorana	neutrino	 [5].	Unlike	 0νββ,	which	 involves	 coupling	 of	 the	massive	 neutrinos	 to	 the	
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electron,	the	muon-to-positron	conversion	is	sensitive	to	the	lepton	couplings	between	the	second	and	
first	generations,	and	depends	on	a	different	linear	combination	of	the	neutrino	masses.	Thus,	the	two	
processes	measure	a	complementary	set	of	parameters.	Observation	of	both	processes	would	provide	
information	on	 the	otherwise	 inaccessible	Majorana	phases	 in	 the	neutrino	mixing	matrix.	 Should	 the	
lepton	number	be	violated	by	a	new	physics	mechanism	other	than	massive	Majorana	neutrinos,	the	two	
processes	would	sample	a	different	set	of	new	physics	couplings.		
The	current	best	limit	on	negative	muon-to-positron	conversion	comes	from	the	SINDRUM	experiment	at	
PSI	[6]:		
Rµe+ =
Γ(µ− +48 Ti→ e+ +48 CaGS)
Γ(µ− +48 Ti→νµ +
48 Sc*)
<1.7*10−12 	
Mu2e-II	sensitivity	to	Rµe+	will	depend	on	the	choice	of	the	target	material.	The	ideal	target	nucleus	would	
have	 the	 largest	mass	difference	between	 the	 initial	A(Z,	N)	 and	 final	A(Z−2,	N+2)	 nuclear	 states,	 and	
therefore	the	largest	possible	e+	energy,	compared	to	the	dominant	background	from	the	radiative	muon	
capture	process.	While	27Al	 is	one	of	the	better	candidates	for	the	µge-	conversion,	28Si,	48Ti,	and	40Ca	
have	 the	 best	 sensitivity	 to	µge+.	 Active	 silicon	 target	 technology,	 likely	 requiring	 a	 dedicated	 lower	
stopping	rate	special	run,	may	be	particularly	appealing	for	Mu2e-II.		Initial	estimates	indicate	that	Mu2e-
II	would	improve	the	sensitivity	to	lepton	number	violating	µ-ge+	conversion	by	2-3	orders	of	magnitude	
compared	to	the	current	limits.		
	
Figure	2.	The	Mu2e	experimental	layout.	
	
The	Experimental	Strategy	of	Mu2e	and	Mu2e-II	
The	muon	beamline	consists	of	 three	solenoids:	 	 the	Production	Solenoid	 (PS),	 the	Transport	Solenoid	
(TS),	and	the	Detector	Solenoid	(DS),	connected	in	series	(see	Figure	2).	The	magnets	form	a	continuous	
magnetic	 field	 that	 decreases	 with	 varying	 gradients	 from	 the	muon	 production	 target	 to	 the	muon	
stopping	target.	The	negative	magnetic	gradient	guides	particles	downstream,	improves	the	collection	of	
particles	 by	 mirroring	 some	 upstream	 bound	 particles	 back	 downstream,	 and,	 as	 explained	 below,	
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prevents	 the	 loitering	 of	 particles	 along	 the	 beam	 line	 that	 could	 create	 background	 in	 the	 delayed	
measurement	time	window.				
Protons	strike	a	production	target	in	the	middle	of	the	Production	Solenoid,	producing	low	momentum	
pions	that	decay	to	muons.	Captured	muons	spiral	along	the	magnetic	field	lines	from	the	PS	through	the	
TS,	eventually	stopping	in	a	thin	target	in	the	DS.	The	S-shaped	TS	serves	to	eliminate	a	straight-line	path	
for	neutral	particles	from	the	Production	Target	to	the	detectors,	selects	the	desired	particle	charge,	and	
narrows	the	momentum	range	of	captured	muons.	 	Charge	selection	 is	accomplished	through	toroidal	
transport,	in	which	captured	particles	drift	vertically	up	or	down,	depending	on	the	sign	of	the	charge	with	
a	displacement	that	depends	on	momentum.		A	portion	of	the	muons	stop	in	the	thin	stopping	targets	
(aluminum)	located	near	the	upstream	end	of	the	DS	while	the	balance	of	the	beam	is	transported	to	a	
downstream	beam	dump.			The	stopped	muons	are	captured	immediately	into	aluminum	atomic	orbits,	
quickly	settling	in	the	K-shell	to	form	a	muonic	atom,	which	has	a	lifetime	[7]	of	864	ns	-	a	relatively	long	
time	-	during	which	the	muon	has	a	large	overlap	with	the	nucleus	that	can	host	a	new	physics	interaction.			
Note	that	an	interacting	nucleus	is	required	to	conserve	energy	and	momentum	in	the	coherent	muon-
to-electron	conversion	process.		The	muon	beam	line	for	Mu2e	delivers	about	0.002	stopped	muons	per	
incident	 proton,	 making	 it	 much	 more	 efficient	 for	 collecting	 muons	 than	 conventional	 beam	 lines	
consisting	of	quadrupoles	and	bending	magnets.		
The	 three	main	 interactions	of	 the	muon	 in	a	muonic	aluminum	atom	 (the	chosen	 target	material	 for	
Mu2e)	are:	
1)	 The	 conversion	 process,	 27 2713 13Al Aleµ
- -+ ® + ,	 resulting	 in	 a	 conversion	 electron	 energy	 of	
104.96	MeV.	
2)	Muon	decay	in	orbit	(DIO),	 27 2713 13Al Alee µµ n n
- -+ ® + + + ,	 	with	a	39%	branching	ratio.	If	the	
muon	were	free,	the	maximum	electron	energy	would	be	53	MeV.	However,	due	the	presence	of	a	
nearby	nucleus	that	can	absorb	momentum	and	energy,	it	is	possible	for	the	neutrinos	to	have	zero	
energy	and	consequently	the	electron	energy	can	approach	that	of	a	conversion	electron.	This	process	
poses	a	significant	background	to	the	conversion	electron	signal	 (see	Figure	3).	Fortunately,	the	e-	
rate	falls	rapidly	with	increasing	energy	near	the	endpoint	energy,	and	the	background	can	therefore	
be	controlled	with	good	electron	energy	resolution.	Most	of	these	electrons	have	energies	less	than	
53	MeV,	 and	 spiral	 harmlessly	 along	 the	 solenoid	 axis	 through	 the	 holes	 in	 the	 Tracker	 and	 the	
Calorimeter	to	a	beam	dump,	thereby	minimizing	the	background	rate	in	these	detectors.	
3)	The	muon	captures	on	the	nucleus,	 27 2713 12Al Mg*µµ n
- + ® + ,	via	the	weak	 interaction,	with	a	
61%	branching	ratio.	The	excited	magnesium	nucleus	can	decay	via	several	channels,	 including	the	
prompt	 emission	of	 photons,	 neutrons,	 protons,	 deuterons,	etc.,	which	 leads	 to	 backgrounds	 and	
possibly	radiation	damage	in	the	detectors.	
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Figure	3.	A	simulation	of	the	electron	spectra	from	the	straw	tube	
tracker.	 The	 conversion	 electron	 signal	 (in	 red)	 assumes	
161 10eRµ
-= ´ .	 The	 electron	 background	 from	 muons	
decaying	in	orbit	(DIO)	is	in	blue.	
	
	
	
	
	
The	 Snowmass	 study	 also	 investigated	 a	 next	 generation	Mu2e	 experiment	 based	 on	 other	 stopping	
targets	such	as	titanium.			The	study	concluded	that	operation	with	a	titanium	target	is	plausible	and	would	
be	 an	 important	 tool	 (as	 evident	 in	 Figure	 1)	 to	 understand	 the	 nature	 of	 any	 signal	 for	 new	physics	
observed	in	Mu2e.	The	estimated	background	yields	for	a	titanium	stopping	target	are	given	in	Table	1.		
The	study	used	the	geometry	and	algorithms	optimized	for	the	aluminum	target	except	that	the	total	mass	
of	the	titanium	stopping	target	was	made	equal	to	the	mass	of	the	current	default	aluminum	stopping	
target	by	varying	the	thickness	and	number	of	stopping	target	foils.	A	rigorous	optimization	for	a	titanium	
stopping	target	has	not	yet	been	performed,	but	might	yield	a	reduced	number	of	DIO	background	events	
while	maintaining	a	similar	signal	acceptance.	
Proton	Beam	Requirements	
The	Mu2e-II	experiment	requires	a	high	frequency	(500-2000	kHz)	pulsed	proton	beam	with	ten	to	twenty	
times	more	integrated	power	than	Mu2e.				The	beam	energy	must	be	high	enough	to	efficiently	produce	
charged	 pions	 that	 subsequently	 decay	 to	 muons,	 and	 preferably	 safely	 below	 the	 anti-nucleon	
production	threshold	 (6-8	GeV	kinetic	energy)	 to	avoid	an	 important	class	of	backgrounds.	 	The	Mu2e	
proton	beam	kinetic	energy	is	constrained	to	8	GeV	by	the	MI-8	beamline	and	Recycler	Ring	permanent	
magnets.	The	Snowmass	study	and	subsequent	work	[8]	has	demonstrated	that	beam	kinetic	energies	
between	800	MeV	and	4000	MeV	optimize	the	single	event	sensitivity	for	the	Mu2e-II	experiment	as	seen	
in	Figure	4.	
A	pulsed	beam	is	required	to	eliminate	a	major	background	from	pions	halting	and	decaying	in	the	muon	
stopping	target.	The	pions	are	unavoidably	contained	in	the	muon	beam	line.	The	pions	and	muons	arrive	
at	 the	 stopping	 target	 shortly	 after	 the	proton	pulse	 strikes	 the	production	 target.	 In	 both	Mu2e	and	
Mu2e-II,	the	data	measurement	window	is	delayed	for	about	700	ns	after	the	proton	pulse	to	provide	
time	 for	 the	 vast	majority	 of	 the	 pions	 to	 decay	 or	 annihilate	 in	material.	 However,	 because	 of	 their	
relatively	long	lifetime,	most	of	the	muonic	atoms	remain.		
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Figure	4:		An	estimate	of	the	single-event-sensitivity	(SES)	for	Mu2e-II	for	a	nominal	3-year	run	at	100	kW	for	various	proton	beam	
energies	 (Tp).	 	 The	nominal	Mu2e	SES	 is	 2.5	 x	10-17	 for	3	 years	of	8	 kW	proton	beam	at	8	GeV.	This	 curve	assumes	 that	 the	
limitations	discussed	in	[8]	can	be	mitigated,	that	the	detector	performance	remains	unchanged	at	the	higher	beam	intensities,	
and	that	an	aluminum	stopping	target	is	used.	Taken	from	arXiv:1612.08931.		
	
The	proton	pulses	must	be	narrow,	ideally	<	100	ns	base	width	(the	Mu2e	pulse	width	is	250	ns,	which	is	
wider	 than	 optimal),	 and	 ideally	 separated	 by	 a	 time	which	 can	 be	 varied	 from	 800	 to	 2000	 ns.	 The	
microstructure	of	the	beam	(structure	inside	the	<	100	ns-wide	pulse)	is	not	important.		
There	must	be	almost	no	proton	beam	between	pulses	to	avoid	the	production	of	background-producing	
pions	during	the	measurement	window.	Mu2e-II	requires	that	the	integrated	number	of	protons	between	
pulses	be	a	factor	of	1x1011	less	than	the	number	in	the	pulse	(called	the	extinction	factor).		Mu2e	will	
achieve	1x1010	 suppression	by	having	at	 least	a	 factor	of	105	 from	extinction	 in	 the	Recycler	Ring	and	
Delivery	Ring,	 and	 another	 factor	 of	 106	 -107	 provided	by	 an	AC	dipole	magnet-collimator	 placed	 just	
upstream	 of	 the	 Mu2e	 proton	 target.	 	 	 Simulations	 suggest	 [11]	 this	 joint	 approach	 can	 be	 further	
optimized	to	achieve	an	extinction	factor	of	1x1011	for	Mu2e-II	with	the	intrinsic	PIP-II	linac	extinction	and	
the	AC	dipole	extinction.	
The	fraction	of	the	high	frequency	pulse	train	in	the	time	line	(macro	duty-factor)	should	be	as	high	as	
possible;	optimally	greater	than	90%.	 	Additionally,	the	pulse	train	should	have	minimal	pulse-to-pulse	
variation	 throughout	 the	 train,	optimally	 less	 than	10%.	A	new	beamline	will	be	 required	 to	 transport	
proton	beam	from	PIP-II	to	the	Mu2e	production	target	station.	In	the	Mu2e	scheme,	a	proton	bunch	is	
stored	 in	 the	Delivery	 Ring	 (evolved	 from	 the	 Fermilab	 anti-proton	 complex),	 and	beam	 is	 resonantly	
extracted	on	every	turn	and	transported	to	the	Mu2e	target.		The	higher	beam	power	required	by	Mu2e-
II	cannot	be	realized	without	the	addition	of	substantial	shielding	above	the	Delivery	Ring,	dictated	by	
radiation	levels	in	human	habitation	zones	nearby.		In	addition,	it	will	be	extremely	difficult	for	the	Mu2e	
slow-extraction	 scheme	 to	 achieve	 narrower	 pulses,	 improve	 extinction,	 and	 increase	 pulse-to-pulse	
uniformity	at	the	beam	power	level	required	for	Mu2e-II.			
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Mu2e	will	operate	with	an	8	kW	beam	at	8	GeV	proton	kinetic	energy,	with	250	ns	wide	(base	width)	
proton	pulses	separated	by	1695	ns.		Within	the	accelerator	complex	meta-cycle,	pulses	are	delivered	to	
Mu2e	for	0.38	seconds	followed	by	a	beam-off	period	of	1.02	seconds,	for	an	effective	25%	macro	duty	
factor.		The	total	number	of	muons	stopping	within	the	Mu2e	detector	will	be	of	order	1018	in	three	years	
of	 running.	 	Mu2e-II,	using	protons	 from	PIP-II	 at	800	MeV,	will	 require	about	100	kW	to	deliver	1019	
stopped	muons	in	three	years	of	data	taking.		Realizing	an	improved	macro	duty	factor	goal	of	higher	than	
90%	will	limit	the	increase	in	instantaneous	detector	rates	for	Mu2e-II	to	about	three	times	the	nominal	
Mu2e	instantaneous	rates.				
Muon	Beam	Line	
The	radiatively-cooled	tungsten	target	[12]	used	for	Mu2e	must	be	replaced	to	handle	the	higher	power	
deposited	in	the	target.		Options	that	have	been	studied	[13]	for	handling	the	higher	beam	power	while	
still	maintaining	a	sufficient	stopped-muon	yield	include	employing	active	cooling	(e.g.	water	or	helium	
gas),	using	a	liquid	target,	and/or	rasterizing	the	beam	on	the	target	face.	
For	Mu2e-II,	 the	Production	Solenoid	will	 require	an	 improved	heat	and	 radiation	 shield	between	 the	
production	target	and	the	cryostat,	to	maintain	acceptable	levels	of	radiation	damage	and	heat	load	in	
the	 superconducting	 coils.	 	 	 Simulations	 demonstrate	 that	 changing	 the	 Mu2e	 shield	 from	 brass	 to	
tungsten	 will	 provide	 adequate	 thermal	 protection	 for	 the	 superconducting	 coils,	 but	 the	 DPA	
(displacements	per	atom,	a	measure	of	radiation	damage)	is	still	uncomfortably	large,	by	a	factor	of	2	or	
3.	Although	the	DPA	damage	can	be	annealed	at	room	temperature,	we	want	to	avoid	annealing	more	
than	about	once	per	year.	However,	preliminary	studies	suggest	that	upgrading	to	a	tungsten	shield	may	
not	be	sufficient	to	avoid	more	frequent	annealing.		Replacement	of	the	entire	production	solenoid	and	
shielding	may	be	required	for	Mu2e-II.		Further	study	of	radiation	damage	to	the	PS	at	high	beam	power	
is	 required.	 	 Based	 on	 our	 current	 understanding	 of	 radiation	 damage	 and	 heat	 load	 in	 the	
superconducting	coils,	no	upgrades	of	either	the	Transport	or	Detector	Solenoids	appear	to	be	necessary.		
	
Detector	Considerations	for	Mu2e-II	
	
Tracker	
The	Tracker	provides	the	primary	information	on	the	momentum	of	putative	conversion	electrons,	as	they	
spiral	through	the	DS	magnetic	field.	The	Tracker	must	provide	excellent	momentum	resolution	in	order	
to	separate	the	conversion	electrons	from	the	high-energy	tail	of	the	DIO	electrons	(see	Figure	3).	For	
Mu2e,	this	background	is	a	manageable	0.2	events	over	the	life	of	the	experiment,	with	a	total	momentum	
resolution,	including	energy	straggling	effects	in	upstream	material,	of	about	400	keV/c	for	105	MeV/c	
electrons	 originating	 from	 the	 stopping	 target.	 	 With	 the	 same	 Tracker	 in	 Mu2e-II,	 however,	 this	
background	exceeds	two	events,	becoming	the	dominant	background	and	exceeding	the	proposed	total	
error	 budget	 of	 1	 event	 at	 the	 Mu2e-II	 sensitivity	 goal.	 The	 Snowmass	 study	 indicated	 that	 tracker	
performance	 would	 be	 robust	 against	 a	 factor	 of	 two	 or	 three	 increase	 in	 the	 instantaneous	 rate.	
However,	achieving	the	background	goals	for	Mu2e-II	will	require	an	improved	spectrometer	resolution.		
In	Mu2e,	for	a	105	MeV/c	electron,	the	dominant	contributions	to	the	spectrometer	resolution	come	from	
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energy	loss	straggling	in	the	stopping	target,	the	inner	proton	absorber,	and	straggling	and	scattering	in	
the	 tracker	material	 itself.	 	The	 low-mass	 tracker	 [14]	 for	Mu2e	 is	composed	of	 straw	planes	with	15-
micron	straw	wall	 thickness.	Preliminary	studies	 indicate	 that	 the	spectrometer	 resolution	 required	 to	
keep	the	Mu2e-II	DIO	background	under	control	can	be	achieved	by	utilizing	straws	with	a	wall	thickness	
of	8	microns.	The	x10	 integrated	radiation	dose	on	 the	Mu2e-II	 tracker	electronics	motivates	study	of	
appropriate	 rad-hard	 readout	 electronics	 at	 a	 level	 informed	 by	 the	 HL-LHC	 detector	 upgrades	 and	
beyond.	 	Whereas	HL-LHC	detectors	are	primarily	concerned	with	Single	Event	Upsets	 (SEUs),	Mu2e-II	
readout	electronics	will	be	challenged	by	both	SEU	and	total	dose	sensitivity.	
	
Cosmic	Ray	Veto	(CRV)	
The	Cosmic	Ray	Veto	(CRV)	is	a	plastic	scintillator	system	[14]	that	hermetically	surrounds	the	Detector	
Solenoid	to	veto	cosmic	ray	muons	that	can	induce	background	signals.				This	cosmic-induced	background	
scales	with	live-time	which	will	be	three	to	four	times	greater	in	Mu2e-II	compared	to	Mu2e	for	the	same	
nominal	3	year	run.			Noise	hits	in	the	CRV	can	lead	to	false	vetoes,	reducing	the	efficiency	for	the	detection	
of	conversion	electrons.		A	major	source	of	noise	hits	is	neutrons	produced	by	nuclear	muon	capture	in	
the	stopping	target,	collimators,	and	muon	beam	stop.		It	is	likely	that	the	shielding	between	these	sources	
and	the	CRV	will	have	to	be	improved	for	Mu2e-II	to	have	an	acceptable	accidental	veto	rate	of	less	than	
10%.	 	 The	 x10	 integrated	 radiation	 dose	 on	 the	Mu2e-II	 CRV	 readout	 electronics	motivates	 study	 of	
appropriate	rad-hard	readout	electronics	at	a	level	informed	by	the	HL-LHC	detector	upgrades.	
	
Calorimeter	
The	Mu2e	calorimeter	[14]	consists	of	pure	CsI	crystals	comprising	two	disks	as	indicated	in	Figure	2.	The	
calorimeter	has	robust	rate	performance	at	Mu2e	rates	but	may	be	challenged	by	Mu2e-II	instantaneous	
rates	that	are	two	to	three	times	higher.	The	x10	integrated	radiation	dose	on	the	calorimeter	readout	
electronics	motivates	study	of	appropriate	rad-hard	readout	electronics	at	a	level	informed	by	the	HL-LHC	
detector	upgrades.		An	alternative	calorimeter	design	has	been	developed	based	on	BaF2	crystals	readout	
with	 solar-blind	UV	sensitive	avalanche	photo-diodes	or	SiPMs	 that	efficiently	 collect	 the	very	 fast	UV	
component	(~220	nm)	of	the	scintillation	light	while	suppressing	the	slow	component	near	310	nm.			This	
alternative	design	would	be	considerably	more	robust	against	Mu2e-II	rates	but	requires	the	development	
and	commercialization	of	the	required	solid	state	photo	sensors,	which	is	ongoing.		
	
DAQ	
The	 data	 acquisition	 system	 will	 need	 to	 be	 upgraded	 to	 handle	 the	 10x	 larger	 throughput	 of		
Mu2e-II.		Handling	the	higher	data	volume	and	storage	requirements	should	be	possible	with	anticipated	
improvements	 in	 technology.	 In	 addition,	 the	 software-based	 trigger	 filter	 will	 require	 improved	
performance	 to	handle	 the	higher	 instantaneous	 rates	and	 larger	duty	 factor.	 Further	 investigation	of	
these	issues	is	required.	
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PIP-II	Project	
We	assume	that	Mu2e-II	will	be	developed	on	the	same	time	scale	as	the	PIP-II	Project,	with	projected	
beam	operations	in	the	late	2020’s.	 	 	 	The	PIP-II	Project	[11]	has	recently	received	“Critical	Decision	1”	
(CD1)	 recognition	 from	the	DOE	Office	of	Science.	 	 	 The	CD1	process	 included	external	 review	of	 four	
different	 linac	 technologies	 which	 were	 down-selected	 to	 a	 baseline	 design	 of	 a	 high	 duty	 factor	
superconducting	 RF	 linac	 capable	 of	 providing	 the	 proton	 beam	 power,	 extinction,	 and	 pulse-train	
required	by	Mu2e-II.					
	
Mu2e-II	R&D	plan	
Progressing	the	Mu2e-II	Expression	of	Interest	to	a	proposal	requires	advancing	the	plausibility	arguments	
and	studies	presented	through	an	R&D	plan	that	addresses	the	leading	technical	 issues	and	risks.	 	The	
R&D	plan	can	advance	on	both	the	“Grand	Challenges”	identified	by	the	detector	R&D	community	[9]	and	
the	 targetry	R&D	goals	 identified	by	 the	General	Accelerator	R&D	 (GARD)	HEPAP	sub-panel	 [10].	 	The	
leading	R&D	issues	and	associated	plans	are	summarized	below.		
	
Required	extinction	R&D	and	beam	transport	simulations	
The	proton	beam	for	both	Mu2e	and	Mu2e-II	is	injected	off-axis	into	the	Production	Solenoid	as	shown	in	
Figure	2.			The	Mu2e-II	beam	kinetic	energy	(800	MeV)	is	an	order	of	magnitude	less	than	the	Mu2e	beam	
energy	(8000	MeV)	and	will	hence	traverse	a	much	different	trajectory	through	the	Production	Solenoid	
field.				Preliminary	studies	have	demonstrated	that	Mu2e-II	off-axis	beam	injection	and	transport	may	be	
possible,	but	considerable	work	remains	to	demonstrate	that	off-axis	injection	at	this	much	lower	energy	
is	credible.				
High-field	linear	accelerating	structures	are	capable	of	intrinsically	high	extinction	and	levels	approaching	
109	have	been	demonstrated	in	simulation	[11].		Demonstrating	a	high	level	of	extinction	with	the	“PIP2IT”	
R&D	platform	for	PIP-II	is	an	important	goal,	as	is	developing	a	strategy	for	achieving	the	required	total	
joint	 extinction	 of	 10-11	 for	Mu2e-II	with	 the	 nominal	 AC-dipole/collimator	 system.	 	 	 The	 PIP-II	 linear	
accelerator	nominally	accelerates	H-	ions	to	facilitate	injection	into	synchrotrons	of	the	future	accelerator	
complex.		R&D	is	required	to	demonstrate	that	H-	ions	can	be	efficiently	transported	to	the	Mu2e-II	target.			
If	H-	stripping	to	H+	is	needed	then	R&D	on	low-loss	stripping	techniques	will	 likely	be	required	for	the	
Mu2e-II	transfer	line.	
	
Required	proton	target	R&D	
The	Mu2e-II	proton	target	environment	will	be	much	more	severe	than	that	of	Mu2e.	 		To	achieve	the	
roughly	10×	 increase	of	beam	power	using	a	 lower	energy	proton	beam	will	require	an	approximately	
120×	increase	in	the	number	of	incident	protons	per	year.	This	is	a	new	regime	in	high	power	targetry	
with	an	irradiation	density	exceeding	any	target	at	any	facility	to	date.		The	higher	duty	factor	of	Mu2e-II	
will	 also	 complicate	beam-abort	 schemes.	 	 Pre-conceptual	 designs	of	 helium	and	water	 cooled	 target	
systems	exist	[13],	and	will	need	to	be	advanced	to	Mu2e-II	conditions.		Collaboration	with	the	RaDIATE	
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high	target	power	R&D	consortium	pursuing	GARD	targetry	R&D	goals	will	be	invaluable.			The	existing	
beam	dump	and	associated	cooling	systems	also	require	study.				
		
Required	study	of	radiological	issues		
Two	principle	 sources	of	 radiological	hazard	during	 the	operation	of	 the	Mu2e	experiment	have	been	
identified:	(1)	radiation	from	beam	loss	during	proton	resonant	extraction	from	the	Delivery	Ring,	and	(2)	
prompt	 radiation	 from	 the	 interaction	 of	 the	 proton	 beam	with	 the	 production	 target	 and	 absorber.	
Radiation	from	these	sources	will	reach	accessible	areas	either	directly	or	from	the	sky-shine	that	results	
from	interaction	of	secondary	neutrons	in	the	atmosphere	producing	radiation	far	from	the	source.	
Radiation	dose	rates	for	8	kW	Mu2e	operation	have	been	estimated	to	be	3-5	mRem/hr	direct	dose	on	
the	berm	downstream	of	the	proton	target	and	less	than	0.1	mRem/year	dose	at	Wilson	Hall	due	to	sky-
shine	from	the	Mu2e	proton	target	[15].	
Mu2e-II	will	 not	 use	 the	Delivery	Ring,	 thus	 eliminating	 the	 leading	 radiological	 hazard.	However,	 the	
increased	beam	power	on	the	proton	target	will	increase	both	the	direct	and	sky-shine	dose	rates	from	
the	Mu2e	building.	Moreover,	 the	 increased	beam	power	at	 lower	energy	and	at	a	higher	duty	 factor	
entails	 about	 a	 120×	 increase	 in	 the	 average	 number	 of	 protons	 per	 second	 incident	 on	 the	 target.	
Consequently,	target	activation	and	the	beam-off	radiation	levels	will	be	larger	than	that	anticipated	for	
8	kW	Mu2e	operation.	
The	upgrade	path	 to	Mu2e-II	will	 likely	 require	 the	 replacement	of	 the	Production	Solenoid/Heat	and	
Radiation	Shield	assembly.	Several	years	of	running	the	Mu2e	experiment	will	make	this	a	“hot	 job”	–	
work	on	highly	radioactive	material	in	a	room	with	large	residual	radioactivity.	Calculations	are	needed	to	
estimate	the	cooldown	time	required	to	reduce	the	activation	of	the	Production	Solenoid	interior	and	the	
residual	radioactivity	of	the	Mu2e	target	hall	to	acceptable	levels.	
R&D	 is	 required	 to	 simulate	 the	 radiological	 environment	 of	Mu2e-II	 and	 to	 determine	 the	 upgrades	
necessary	to	maintain	compliance	with	the	Fermilab	Radiological	Controls	Manual.	
	
Required	dose/DPA	studies	for	the	Mu2e-II	PS			
The	muon	production	yield	and	associated	radiation	damage	to	the	Mu2e	Production	Solenoid	has	been	
studied	in	some	depth	[8].	 	Further	work	is	motivated	to	study	hybrid	Heat	and	Radiation	Shield	(HRS)	
designs,	such	as	layered	High-Z/CH	structures	for	example,	at	Mu2e-II	beam	energies.		The	Mu2e-II	HRS	
radiation	dose	profile	with	800	MeV	beam	will	be	much	more	central	than	the	Mu2e	profile	with	8	GeV	
beam.	 	Hence	 the	design	of	 the	HRS,	 dump	and	 location	of	 the	Mu2e-II	 target	within	 the	 Production	
Solenoid	will	need	to	be	carefully	optimized	for	Mu2e-II.				
The	excitation	field	of	the	Production	Solenoid	will	be	limited	by	Residual	Resistivity	Ratio	(RRR)	in	the	
pure	 aluminum	 quench	 matrix	 of	 the	 superconducting	 cable.	 	 Radiation	 from	 the	 production	 target	
damages	the	quench	matrix	and	this	damage	is	codified	as	“Displacements	Per	Atom”	or	DPA.			Calibrating	
the	relationship	between	beam	power	on	target	with	DPA	and	the	limiting	RRR	factor	is	a	continuing	R&D	
program	that	will	be	informed	by	both	early	running	of	the	COMET	Stage-1	program	at	JPARC	[16]	and	
early	running	of	Mu2e.			
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Required	R&D	for	the	cosmic	veto	system	
The	Mu2e	Cosmic	Ray	Veto	(CRV)	and	calorimeter	readout	system	are	based	on	Geiger-mode	avalanche	
photodiodes	referred	to	as	“Silicon	Photo-Multipliers”	or	“SiPMs”.		SiPMs	are	well	suited	to	operating	in	
a	high	magnetic	field,	but	are	not	particularly	radiation	hard,	resulting	in	substantial	yet	tolerable	dark	
currents	in	Mu2e.		For	Mu2e-II	the	nominal	Mu2e	CRV	shielding	will	not	suffice	for	Mu2e	operations	with	
a	x10	integrated	dose.	R&D	on	the	benefits	of	additional	shielding	and	cooling	[17]	of	the	SiPM	readout	
system	to	reduce	dark	currents	is	required	in	order	preserve	veto	efficiency.			The	radiation	damage	from	
the	 x10	 integrated	dose	on	CRV	 scintillator	 and	 fibers	 likewise	 needs	 to	 be	understood;	 R&D	may	be	
required	to	mitigate	aging	effects.					
	
Required	R&D	for	calorimetry	
The	Mu2e-II	environment	presents	two	challenges	to	the	calorimeter	system.	First,	the	x10	increase	in	
integrated	dose	(principally	neutrons)	corresponds	to	10	kGy	(	1x1013	n/cm2/sec)	 for	both	crystals	and	
sensors	motivates	consideration	of	more	radiation	tolerant	crystals	and	sensors	such	as	BaF2	and	Solar-
blind	Avalanche	Photo-Diodes	(APDs)	and	SiPMs.			Second,	the	x3	increase	in	instantaneous	rate	motivates	
faster	readout	schemes	such	as	utilizing	the	very	fast	component	(0.9	nsec)	of	the	BaF2	UV	scintillator	light	
while	 suppressing	 or	 rejecting	 the	 larger,	 relatively	 slow	 (600	 nsec)	 longer	 wavelength	 scintillation	
component	with	so	called	“solar-blind”	filters.					
Promising	filter	R&D	has	begun	[18]	at	JPL/Caltech	on	integrated	interference	filters	on	high-speed	rad-
hard	APDs	and	SiPMs.		More	speculative	R&D	on	Gallium	Nitride	micro-channel	plate	readout	technology	
[20]	is	also	being	studied	to	understand	the	speed	and	radiation	hardness	of	this	intriguing	technology.			
R&D	has	also	been	carried	out	to	suppress	the	BaF2	slow	scintillation	component	by	introducing	rare	earth	
doping	in	crystals	[19].		Recent	progress	in	yttrium	doped	BaF2	shows	a	significant	increase	in	the	ratio	
between	the	fast	and	slow	scintillation	components	from	1/5	to	5/1,	while	maintaining	the	amount	of	the	
fast	 light	 in	 BaF2,	which	 is	 similar	 to	 the	 yield	 of	 un-doped	CsI	 	 [20].	 	 	 This	 calorimetry	 R&D	portfolio	
advances	 both	 the	 “Large	 Area	 Photodetectors”	 and	 the	 “Picosecond	 time	 barrier”	 Grand	 Challenges	
identified	by	the	detector	R&D	community	[9].			
	
Required	R&D	for	tracker		
Lower	mass	straws	required	for	Mu2e-II	will	require	another	round	of	aging,	sag	and	leak	studies.		The	
Mu2e	tracker	readout	electronics	 is	based	on	commercial	components	that	are	not	particularly	robust	
against	integrated	dose	radiation	damage,	and	are	estimated	to	become	inoperable	at	the	x10	total	dose	
currently	estimated	 for	Mu2e-II.	 	 The	Mu2e	collaboration	has	 studied	a	 radiation	hard	ASIC	 front-end	
solution	for	the	tracker	readout	that	could	benefit	Mu2e-II.			Radiation-hard	data	transmission	optical	links	
will	also	be	required	for	Mu2e-II.		This	requires	radiation	hardness	R&D	from	similar	ongoing	studies	for	
the	High	Luminosity	LHC	detector	upgrades.		R&D	is	also	required	to	explore	whether	the	Mu2e	straws	
can	tolerate	a	x10	increase	in	total	charge,	and,	if	not,	how	to	mitigate	aging	effects.		We	note	that	thinner	
walls	will	reduce	the	charge	load	on	the	straws,	as	the	dominant	source	of	ionization	is	photons	converting	
in	the	straw	walls.				Exploring	other	tracking	technologies	may	be	motivated	if	insurmountable	issues	are	
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encountered	with	 lower	mass	straws	and	readout	 in	higher	radiation	fields,	and	this	exploration	could	
advance	 the	 “Ultra-low	 mass/power	 rad-hard	 silicon	 detectors”	 Grand	 Challenge	 identified	 by	 the	
detector	R&D	community	[9].	
	
Opportunities	to	collaborate	with	COMET	Stage-1	
COMET	is	a	competing	muon-to-electron	conversion	research	program	being	developed	in	Japan,	that	will	
follow	a	staged	approach.	The	first	stage	has	a	sensitivity	goal	x100	better	than	present	 limits	[2].	The	
second	stage	would	compete	at	the	Mu2e	sensitivity	level.	The	current	COMET	Stage-1	plan	[16]	calls	for	
commissioning	running	in	2019	and	first	physics	running	in	2020	with	3.2	kW	of	8000	MeV	proton	beam	
power.	 	 There	 may	 be	 an	 opportunity	 for	 joint	 R&D	 with	 Mu2e	 and	 Mu2e-II	 on	 Dose-DPA-RRR	
measurements	and	cross-calibrations.			
	
Summary	
The	Mu2e-II	initiative	is	well	matched	to	the	opportunities	presented	by	the	Fermilab	PIP-II	accelerator	
upgrade,	 community	 pursuit	 of	 detector	 R&D	 “Grand	 Challenges”,	 investments	 in	 experimental	
infrastructure	 from	 the	 Mu2e	 Project	 and	 the	 growing	 strength	 of	 the	 experimental	 muon	 physics	
community.	 	Mu2e-II	can	either	 incisively	probe	discoveries	made	by	Mu2e	or	search	more	deeply	 for	
charged	lepton	flavor	violation.		In	either	case	this	initiative	is	uniquely	positioned	to	pursue	the	mystery	
of	charged	lepton	flavor	conservation	in	the	coming	decades.			
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